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Shop Now 
Best Products 
Want some help finding the fortinent products in Pakistan that fulfils your Networks need??.. You are at right place. We have great collection with our best services 
Fortinet 
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Shop Now 
New Arrival 
IT Networks Services deals in new and used HP and Dell Servers in Pakistan, 

including their accessories, such as; server RAM, Server Processor, Server Hard drive, Server SSD, server caddies, server racks and server railing kit in best price. 
Servers 
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Top Brands 
Shop Now 
IT Network Services has largetst cisco products in different categories,  such

as; Cisco Switch, Cisco Routers, Cisco firewall, Cisco access point and cisco ip phones 
Cisco 
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Shop Now 
Our Best Product 
Dell EMC Power Edge Server R750 xs Chassis: 3.5" Chassis with upto 8 Hard Drive (SAS,SATA), Processor: Intel, Xeon, Silver 4310 Processor(12C/24T, 18M Cache, 2.30 Ghz) 
Dell R750 xs 
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About us            
































Choose         
The Best        
Networking Company    

















IT Networks is serving since 2015 with firm conviction and determination for the advancement of IT technology and provide state of the art products and solutions to our customers
		





		









Our Mission        


Our Vision        


Our Purpose        




IT Networks (Information Technology Networks) services and solution basic purpose is to serve foster technological unconventional work for the benefit of client requirements.


Being essential to the global technical community and to specialized non- manual widely distributed and invariably identified for the contributed system in providing of technical professionals in improvising condition globally.


Our expertise in Information Management System gives our client up to the standard and cost effective solution to their hardware items and all popular server brands requirement.







		














About Us        
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years of experiences









					


Pakistan's # 1 Networking Solutions Provider

We adapt our delivery to the way your work, whether as an external provider.



























 







Brands    



Our Main Brands            



Our Brands Who work With us.    
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Shop    



Visit Our Online Shop            



IT Networks Equipments
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Steps    



How it Works            



We have some easy steps 

to process    

















    
01                                                            
                                



    
Select Product                        

    
Explore our diverse range of networking products and choose the  best suits your needs.                         









    
02                                                            
                                



    
Call for Details                        

    
Choose your desired product, and give us a call to get more information and pricing details.                        









    
03                                                            
                                



    
Consult with us                        

    
When we receive your message. Our support team will check the information and provide you.                        









    
04                                                            
                                



    
Get in touch!                        

    
Payment has never been so easy. We use reliable and secure payment services.                        
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Syed Yawar Hasan

Support Person





Contact with our GM for quick Support



0347-3782712                
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Dell PowerEdge T150 Server


₨ 675,000.00
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Dell Power Edge R450 Server


₨ 1,528,000.00
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Add to wishlist					
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Dell EMC Power Edge Server R750xs


₨ 1,620,000.00
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Quick view					







DELL PowerEdge T440 5U Tower Server


₨ 638,000.00
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Add to cart					


Compare					


Add to wishlist					


Quick view					







Dell PowerEdge T140 3.5 Mini Tower


₨ 660,000.00
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Add to wishlist					
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Dell PowerEdge T40 Tower Server


₨ 416,000.00
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DELL PowerEdge R440 1U Rack Server


₨ 76,900.00
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DELL PowerEdge R340 Server


₨ 552,000.00
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Fortinet FG-400F
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Cisco WS-C2960X-24TD-L Switch


₨ 70,000.00
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Cisco WS-C3560E-24PD-E


₨ 48,000.00
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Cisco WS-C2960X-48FPD-L Switches


₨ 240,000.00
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Cisco WS-C3750X-24P-S (USED)


₨ 75,000.00
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Cisco WS-C3560X-48P-S Switches


₨ 145,000.00
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Cisco WS-C2960XR-48FPS-L Switches


₨ 185,000.00
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Cisco WS-C3650-48PS-S Switch


₨ 95,000.00
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Cisco ASR 1001 Router


₨ 1,314,000.00
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Cisco ISR4321/K9 Router


₨ 132,500.00
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Cisco 7201 Router


₨ 545,000.00
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Cisco ASR1002 Router


₨ 2,144,000.00
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Cisco C881-K9 Router


₨ 39,000.00
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Cisco C1121X-8P Router


₨ 569,000.00
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Cisco C1121-4P Router
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ASUS ZenBeam Go E1Z


₨ 37,500.00
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Asus PRIME A320M-E


₨ 14,000.00
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GoFreetech GFT-S003 Wired Keyboard and Mouse Combo


₨ 3,000.00
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Alcatroz Jellybean A2000 Desktop Wireless Keyboard and Mouse Combo
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Samsung 250GB 860 EVO SATA III SSD


₨ 9,000.00
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AOC E2270SWHN/89 21.5″ LED FHD Monitor with HDMI Input
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Bloody B-081S Mouse pad


₨ 1,500.00
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	December 20, 2023


Dell Tech’s Storage Innovations Drive AI and Generative AI Pace.




Dell Tech’s Storage Innovations Drive AI and Generative AI Pace.
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Creating Opportunities for Future Work and Learning With Dell
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How M&T Bank Used Cisco to Turn Its Buildings into Intelligent Spaces
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Securing Your Digital Assets: Dell’s Expertise in Data Security
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‘Tis the Time for Cyber Threats: Recognizing Risks and Safeguarding Your Digital Space
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Everything You Need to Know About Ethernet
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We’ve been lucky to collaborate with a long list of customers, located in and out of the country. Thanks to them we have grown as professionals.		





		


















Recently upgraded our network with a switch from IT Networks. Impressed with its performance and reliability, it's streamlined our operations effectively. The team at IT Networks provided excellent support throughout the process. Highly recommend their switches for anyone looking to enhance their network infrastructure.



    
Muhammad Rashid                                        





















IT Networks exceeded my expectations with their switch purchase process. The team was knowledgeable, the switch is performing flawlessly, and I received great value for my money. I'll definitely be a repeat customer! Highly recommended IT Networks.



    
Syed Abdul Haseeb                                        





















I purchased Fortinet FG-100F-BDL-950-12 Firewall from ITN for my company Harmaalwala they provided best services and I recommend everyone to purchase Fortinet items from IT Networks Services.



    
Syeda Naqvi                                        





















I bought HP servers and cisco switches and routers from IT Networks and they gave very fast services with in budget. Thanks to ITN services will do business again 🙂



    
Maheen Fatima                                        





















Engaged with IT Networks Services for several years; Satisfy with their quantity and quality, they have large variety of cisco items and Fortinet. Will defiantly work further with you.#Recommended



    
Thomas Hardy                                        





















I am glad to take networking items from itn.com.pk; appreciate it in its good quality of Cisco hardware, a wide range of Cisco network hardware as well as accessories, looking forward to work with them upcoming years.



    
Buy Onze                                        





















We have cooperated with itn.com.pk about 10 years. Whatever products we need, ITN Services can provide with best price and quality.



    
Danish Rasool                                        





















Satisfied with the services. Purchased number of Servers, Switches, AP's, Servers equipment's, Laptop and Graphic card. No issue face ever. Smooth dealing and always happy with the price.



    
Zargham Haider                                        





















Exceptional service! I've sourced many Cisco networking products from IT Networks Services, and I couldn't be happier with their competitive pricing and lightning-fast delivery. They consistently deliver top-notch service, making them my go-to choice for all my Cisco needs. Highly recommended!



    
Faizan Hameed                                        
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Call us for help!					












	

  +92-300-2224530


	

+92-313-2646965


	

+92-347-3782712



















				





Our Mail Address					












	

info@itn.com.pk


	

sales@itn.com.pk
























				





Our Location					



Suit # 408, 4th Floor Al-Ameen Tower, Nipa Chowrangi, Gulshan-e-Iqbal block 10, University Road, Karachi					




















				





Official Timings					



Mon-Fri 10:00am - 6:00pm

Sat 10:00am - 3:30pm					
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We work with a passion of taking challenges and creating new ones in advertising sector.		
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Subscribe our newsletter to get our latest update & news.		
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